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Abstract
This report gives the empirical results of the SG100 Security Generator in the Load Test.
Keywords: pseudorandom number generation, empirical tests, stochastic simulation

1 Introduction
The test setup for the Load Test is described in the Picturebook, Part I, [4]. This report is part of a growing collection
of test results for various pseudorandom number generators (PRNGs).

2 The Generators
• “SG100-V2”, version 2 of the hardware device SG100 of Protego Information AB, www.protego.se. See also
notes in next section.
• “SG100-V3”, version 3 of the hardware device SG100 of Protego Information AB, cryptographic shift-register
based PRNG, seeded from SG100.
• “SG100-V4”, version 4 of the hardware device SG100 of Protego Information AB: This one combines V2 and
V3 modulo 232.
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3 Results
The following pages contain commented simulation results for all generators which have been introduced above.
Each page contains the plot of the truncated Kolmogorov-Smirnov-values and the according uppertail-probabilities
for the ‘Load Test’(LT). The main characteristics of the LT as described in [4] are: LT is a two-level test combining
an overlapping serial test at the first level which tests 4-bit words in dimensions 1 to 5 with a Kolmogorov-Smirnov
test at the second level. The sample size at the first level is varied from 218 to 226, the sample size at the second level
is 32. The whole test uses utmost 232 PRNs from the generator in order to generate a single KS-value.

3.1 Testing SG100
In order to test the hardware generator SG100, we have produced a large file containing noise produced by the
device. This enables us to the same numbers for different dimensions in the LT. Let u0, u1, … denote the successive
values in the noise file, ui ∈ {0,… ,255}
. 4-bit blocks as required by the LT have been constructed by cutting out
firstly the upper nibble and secondly the lower nibble of each ui . The LT thus tests every bit produced by the noise
driver. This has to be taken into account if a comparison to the ordinary LT-setup in [4] is made.
Protego Information AB provided us with a set of drivers for Microsoft Windows 95 such that we had access to the
raw noise of the device itself (call this Version 1), the processed noise with the cryptographic noise generator
(Version2), the cryptographic noise generator itself (Version 3), and (Version 4) the driver that isusually provided
with the SG100 package, see www.protego.se/hardware_prop_en.htm. Actually, Version 4 adds the output of
Version 2 and Version 3 modulo 232. We used the abbreviations SG100-V1, SG100-V2, SG100-V3 and SG100-V4
for the different versions of SG100. SG100-V1 is not published here since statistical weakness of the unprocessed
raw input is well-known and SG100 software prevents the user from access to this noise.
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SG100-V2

SG100, cryptographic generator turned off

Load Test for SG100-V2

upper-tail probabilities

Periodlength: ∞ ,Speed: up to 9.500 bytes/sec.
Comments: No flaws detected, the SG100 passes the Load Test even when cryptographic generator is turned off.
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SG100, cryptographic shift-register based PRNG,
seeded from SG100

SG100-V3

Load Test for SG100-V3

upper-tail probabilities

Periodlength: ∞ ,Speed: not measured.
Comments: The cryptographic generator of SG100 has about the same quality as the top-performing LCG with
modulus 232. Note, that this comparison does not take into account that the LT for SG100 uses all eight bits from
every pseudorandom number, whereas the usual LT cuts out the most significant 4 bits only.
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SG100, as delivered by Protego Information AB.

SG100-V4

Load Test for SG100-V4

upper-tail probabilities

Periodlength: ∞ ,Speed: up to 9.500 bytes/sec.
Comments: No flaws detected, the SG100 passes the Load Test with flying colors. The overlapping serial test is not
able to distinguish the noise of SG100 from real random noise.
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